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PREFACE 

For a variety of reasons, the image processing com

munity has ignored many of the advances that have been made 

in software engineering during the past decade. An absolute 

requirement for efficiency is often given as a reason for 

ignoring factors such as portability and ease of use when 

image processing software systems are developed. It is 

unusual to find an image processing laboratory that is mak

ing extensive use of software developed elsewhere. The 

standard approach is to re-invent the wheel (or a substan

tial portion of it) at each laboratory. 

When I chose a doctoral specialization of image pro

cessing, it was not my intent to get involved in research on 

software systems. However, my first experiences in image 

processing laboratories showed how much effort was required 

to experiment with simple image operations using the stan

dard software. Some research showed this to be a common 

problem in the image processing field as a whole, not just 

the laboratories I was involved with. In a field as depen

dent on computers as the image processing field, the com

puter must be a tool to help in performing the work, not a 

stumbling block. 

The largest influence on my research in this field, 

and on this dissertation, is the Unix operating system and 
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its "Software Tools" philosophy. The simplicity, elegance 

and power of Unix should not be as foreign or radical as 

some find it to be. 

My sincere thanks must be giv~n to my adviser, Dr. 

iv 

Bobby R. Hunt, for his understanding, encouragement, help 

and support during the past four years. He, and the 

environment provided by his laboratory, have made my gradu

ate studies enjoyable. I must also thank him for his belief 

that it is indeed possible to develop and write a Ph.D. 

dissertation while working full time. 

There have been other important influences in my 

graduate career. Dr. David R. Hanson provided much help 

over the past years, especially with the Unix operating sys

tem and the Software Tools system. He always answered my 

electronic mail quickly, and his thorough review of this 

dissertation is greatly appreciated. I thank Dr. Robert 

Schowengerdt for his help in understanding the applications 

of image processing to the Remote Sensing field. 

Since it is customary for one to thank their typist 

for a document of this size, I must thank Richard Stevens 

for his accurate and timely generation of this dissertation. 

The Unix text processj.ng system has made the preparation of 

this manuscript enjoyable. 

Last, but most importantly, I thank my wife Sally 

for putting up with all that was required while I completed 



my gradua~e studies. Her love, understanding and support 

made possible the completion of this work. This disserta

tion is dedicated to my son, Bill, who was born while I was 

in the middle of my dissertation research. His perpetual 

smile and joy at the end of a long day made it all 

worthwhile. 

For the record, Unix is a trademark of Bell Labora

tories, ldris is a trademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd., and PDP, 

RSX, lAS, RSTS, VAX, VMS and VNIBUS and MASSBUS are trade

marks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is a common opinion in the image processing field 

that a software system cannot be both portable and effi

cient. Furthermore, when efficiency prevails in the design 

of an image processing system, the system typically becomes 

hard to use and complicated to program in. Most efficient 

systems require the user to worry about external data for

mat, buffer allocation, overlapped input and output and 

similar details. 

To show that it is feasible to design an image pro

cessing system that is efficient, portable and easy to use, 

a system has been designed and implemented using the 

"Software Tools" philosophy. This system has been imple

mented on two computer systems (the PDP-II and the VAX-II) 

under three different operating systems (Unix, RSX-IIM and 

VMS). The image operations have been implemented in Ratfor 

with the bulk of the image i/o routines written in C. 

Details such as double-buffered overlapped i/o, conversion 

of external data formats and virtual memory support (on the 

VAX-II) are handled automatically by the system. Addition

ally, the system allows one to perform image operations "on 

the fly" under Unix, allowing one to use software pipelines 

for image processing. 
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It is shown that this system is portable and effi

cient. The system is analyzed to determine where the time 

is spent during typical image operations. This analysis 

shows that the features that make the system easy to use 

account for a small fraction of its time. The performance 

of the system is also measured under different operating 

systems. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a common opinion in the image processing field 

that a software system cannot be both portable and effi

cient. Furthermore, when efficiency dominates the design of 

an image processing system, it is common to have the user 

responsible for buffer management, overlapped input and out

put and similar details. Indeed, this philosophy of making 

the user worry about efficiency details is prevalent not 

only in image processing but in many operating systems 

today. Software systems that attempt to be portable, effi

cient and easy to use are generally considered to be unat

tainable. 

The techniques required to achieve portability of a 

software system are not well known, however, guidelines do 

exist [33J and some recent systems have made progress 

towards the goal of portability. The Software Tools concept 

[16,18J and the Virtual Operating System [7J have shown that 

a well defined set of primitives and subroutines, upon which 

specific application programs may be built, is one approach 

to portability. Another factor in the success of the 

Software Tools concept is the choice of Ratfor [15J, a 

structured dialect of Fortran, as the implementation 

1 



language. Virtually all computer manufacturers provide a 

Fortran compiler and many expend great efforts to provide a 

highly efficient Fortran system. 

2 

The efficiency of a software system usually refers 

to an efficient utilization of machine resources (typically 

memory and processor cycles) along with an execution speed 

that is as fast as possible. Typically an efficient use of 

memory is obtained in an image processing system by provid

ing dynamic buffer allocation, so that large, worst-case, 

fixed length buffers need not be compiled into applications 

programs. Image processing applications are often input and 

output bound, that is, the amount of time required to read 

the source image and write the output image is often greater 

than the instruction times required to process the image. 

This is simply because digital images tend to be much larger 

than the typical text files on most computer systems and 

because the central processor speed is much faster than the 

secondary storage access speeds. To have an image process

ing application execute in the minimal amount of time, typi

cally referred to as "wall clock time", requires some 

overlap of the i/o with the processing. Often either the 

input or the output, or both, are processed serially by an 

image operation, providing ample opportunity to overlap the 

reading or writing with the processing. 
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There are generally two classes of users of an image 

processing system - the user at the terminal executing the 

provided programs to operate on some image files, and the 

programmer who must develop new applications programs using 

the system. The user at the terminal is typically provided 

with some form of command language to interface with the 

provided programs. Often the assumed background of the user 

(scientist, clerical, frequent user, infrequent user) 

affects the design of this interface (command oriented, menu 

oriented). The view of the system that the programmer 

develops depends on the complexity of the interface pro

vided. Factors affecting this are the calling sequences for 

the system routines and how many details, such as double 

buffering and data type conversion, the programmer must 

worry about. Again, the Software Tools concept provides an 

excellent example of a well designed programmer interface. 

The calling sequences are short and the low-level details 

are handled by the system automatically. 

The objective of this dissertation is to show that 

it is feasible to design and implement an image processing 

system that is efficient, portable and easy to use. To show 

this, a complete system, named Adis (Arizona Digital Image 

System) has been designed, implemented and transported 
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between two different computer systems (the PDP-II and VAX

II) and three different operating systems (Unix, RSX-IIM and 

VMS) . 

The image operations provided by Adis are the fol

lowing: addition or subtraction of two images, r.m.s. 

difference of two images, image display on a TV monitor, 

histogram calculation and printing, rotation, geometric 

warping, Laplace quantization, uniform quantization, subsam

pIing, expansion, and magnetic tape input and output. 

Chapter 2 discusses previous work in the area of 

image processing software systems, and Chapter 3 presents 

the design considerations and choices that must be made when 

developing a new system. It is shown that the most impor

tant efficiency factor, image input and output, may be clas

sified into one of three models. Chapter 4 describes the 

design goals of Adis that make it highly portable, and 

Chapter 5 discusses the design goals that make Adis effi

cient. Chapter 6 describes those design features that allow 

Adis to handle "on the fly" image operations. These opera

tions may be executed using software pipelines under the 

Unix operating system. An analysis of the system is pro

vided in Chapter 7. This analysis shows where the system 

spends its time while performing a variety of typical image 

operations. Chapter 8 presents some performance measure

ments that were made of the system under different operating 



systems. These measurements show that Adis is efficient in 

addition to being portable. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes 

the work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE FIELD 

A multitude of image processing systems have been 

developed in the past decade. Haralick lists the names of 

eighteen different systems [llJ most of which were designed 

for one specific computer system or one specific image pro

cessing device. 

One of the first image processing software systems 

was the VICAR system (Video Information and Retrieval), 

implemented at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1966 [3,31J. 

The command language is primitive and was selected so that 

it could easily be translated into IBM's Job Control 

Language for OS/360. The system was designed as a batch 

system, not an interactive system. 'rhe system was written 

in Fortran and a portion has been implemented on the PDP-II 

as mini-VICAR [3J. This portability constraint appears to 

be caused by the assumption of the 32-bit address space of 

the IBM 360. 

The KANDIDATS system has been developed at the 

University of Kansas [llJ. Portability does not seem to 

have been a design goal for the system. The image data are 

built around 36-bit words and an example in [llJ assumes 

that five characters fit into one computer word, 

6 
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a non-portable Fortran construct. However, an effort was 

made to place all image i/o in a standard set of subrou

tines. The system is build around a command lang~age that 

the user communicates with to execute specific programs. 

Four data types are supported - integer, double integer, 

floating point and double precision floating point. Unlike 

most systems. KANDIDATS provides a general "block" format 

for image data so that images may be stored by lines, 

columns or rectangular blocks of some given dimension. 

Unfor·tunately, once an image is crea'i:ed on disk with a given 

block size, one must read or write one block at a time. A 

much better scheme would be to store the image data in 

blocks and let the user read a line, a column or a submatrix 

of the image with the system routines handling the mapping 

from the actual blocks on disk to the requested format. 

The New Zealand Physics and Engineering Laboratory 

Fortran Image Processing System [27] was designed as a port

able image processing system. However, its only implementa

tion has been on a PDP-ll/45 under Unix. Many non-standard 

features of Fortran are used throughout the system 

(integer*l, integer*2, "g" format output, Hollerith strings 

in double quotes and numeric values for ASCII character con

stants). Even though these uses are documented, they may 

present a significant problem to the implementor on another 

system. Using the "macro" facility of a simple preprocessor 
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such as Ratfor [15] would allow these machine dependent con

structs to be localized in a single file, instead of being 

scattered amongst various files. The system supports four 

data types - 8-bit integer, 16-bit integer, 32-bit floating 

point and 64-bit complex floating point. For some reason, 

there is a requirement that the number of pixels per line be 

an even number. A header record is present in all image 

files to specify an image's attributes - number of pixels 

per line, data type of the image and so on. Unfortunately 

the size of the header in the current implementation, 512 

bytes, is built into the system. The size of the header 

should be of no interest to routines other than the read

header and write-header routines. The system does not pro

vide a command language, instead each main program reads its 

arguments from the standard input stream (usually the termi

nal or a disk file). 

The System 500 [1] developed by International Imag

ing Systems for their Model 70 image processor, is typical 

of an image processing software system developed by a 

hardware manufacturer. The system will work only with their 

hardware. The overall system design is standard - a command 

interpreter to communicate with the operator to execute 

specific programs (tasks) for each image operation. The 

system has been implemented on the PDP-II under RSX-IIM, the 

VAX-II under VMS, the Data General Eclipse under AOS and the 
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Hewlett-Packard 1000/21MX under RTE. This limited portabil

ity was obtained by separating the system into two pieces -

a system independent portion that is written in Fortran 

(approximately 50,000 lines of code) and a system dependent 

portion that is written in both assembler and machine depen

dent Fortran. The system dependent portion handles all 

input and output and other machine dependent operations that 

are not possible in standard Fortran (character handling and 

bit operations). Under RSX-IIM this portion comprises 1000 

lines of assembler and 2000 lines of non-standard Fortran. 

Despite this separation of the system, there are hidden 

assumptions in the "standard" Fortran portion that would 

prevent portability to systems that do not provide 16-bit 

integers and do not use the ASCII character set. Most of 

these hidden pitfalls could have been avoided if the "macro" 

facility of a simple preprocessor such as Ratfor [15J would 

have been used. The system is considered a black box in 

that no facilities are provided for the user to write their 

own programs for the system. The system is capable of han

dling multi-band images and a number of the programs are 

oriented towards Landsat images. 

The SADIE system [2J (System at Arizona for Digital 

Image Experimentation) runs on the PDP-II under RSX-IIM and 

Unix, the VAX-II under VMS and the Control Data Cyber under 

NOS/BE. SADIE is a descendant of the LADIES system (Los 
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Alamos Digital Experimentation System). SADIE does not pro

vide a command language, instead it is simply a set of sub

routines that handle a large variety of typical image 

operations. Unformatted Fortran i/o is used by the current 

implementations of SADIE, which aids in its portability. 

Image headers are not provided, forcing the user to re.member 

each image's attributes (number of pixels per line, etc.). 

The only supported data type is floating point. A multi

band capability is not provided. 

The Standard Applications Executive (SAE) is being 

developed at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center for use in 

remote sensing applications [36J. This reference states 

that only the initial functional design is complete. Porta

bility is claimed to be an important design requirement, 

however only the PDP-II/70 and the VAX-II computer systems 

are mentioned as target systems and the operating system is 

not specified. Both a command language and a menu facility 

is to be provided and the VICAR command language will be 

supported as a subset of the SAE command language. The 

image data formats to be supported are band interleaved by 

line, band interleaved by pixel and band sequential. No 

reference is made to a programmer interface, instead, the 

system appears to be oriented towards the user at a termi

nal. 
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The Image Processing System (IPS) [34] is a minicom

puter based, multiuser system developed for the commercial 

production environment of the Associated Press. The system 

is intended to be used by operators with little computer 

experience, such as photo editors. The system includes its 

own operating system and is written for the PDP-II computer, 

so it is not portable. The image operations provided by the 

system are typical enhancement (captions, reducing, enlarg

ing, filtering and gray scale manipulations) and display 

operations. The system is capable of handling facsimile 

images (1200 x 800 x 8-bit) through graphics arts images 

(2000 x 3500 x 8-bit). 

A system that is different from the previous systems 

is the Picture Processing Language (PPL) [6] that was 

developed for algorithm development. This system is cen

tered around a structured, high level language (PPL) that 

consists of a monitor, text editor, incremental translator, 

interpreter and file system. This is similar to many 

current implementations of the Basic language. The only 

picture operator is a 3 by 3 neighborhood operation that may 

be arithmetical or logical. One manipulates an image by 

specifying one or more of these 3 by 3 operators. This 

makes operations such as Laplacians and thresholding simple 

to express. While this system is written in Fortran, it is 

built around a unique hardware system that executes these 3 
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by 3 operators in parallel over images of size 64 x 64 x 4-

bit. Therefore this system is not at all portable. 

The most recent work in the field [8,9] has produced 

the GIPSY system (Generalized Image Processing System) 

[12,20,21,22,23,24]. The overall approach that was taken in 

this project, separating. the system dependent features in a 

kernel and keeping the image processing routines in Ratfor, 

was correct. However, the implementation seems to have gone 

astray. For example, entirely different routines have been 

developed to do operations that are already present in the 

Software Tools system. An example of a routine to add two 

image files together [21] is a 57-line Ratfor program, of 

which 23 lines are "goto" statements. This published exam

ple is, for the most part, incomprehensible. Twelve dif

ferent system routines are required to do this trivial 

operation. In an example of an image processing copy opera

tion [24], the read and write subroutines each require eight 

arguments. The final argument on both is "%9000", a state

ment label for an abnormal return, an obvious non-portable 

use of Fortran. It is unfortunate that many advances in 

software engineering have been ignored in this system. 

Throughout the following Chapters, specific comparisons will 

be made between GIPSY and Adis. 

Image processing software systems have not kept pace 

with advances in software engineering. Many systems that 
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claim to be portable are not. Systems that are efficient 

are hard to program in. Ease of use does not appear to have 

been a goal in any existing system. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE DESIGN OF AN IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Regardless of the implementation techniques, there 

are some fundamental design decisions that must be made 

early in the development of a new image processing software 

system. These design choices affect the ultimate usability 

of the system and must be made consciously before the system 

is written. 

3.1. Design Considerations 

Image processing laboratories may be classified as 

either "research" or "production" labs. In a research 

laboratory one is often experimenting with new techniques 

and algorithms for image processing applications. These 

environments require a highly flexible software system to 

allow productive experimentation. A production laboratory, 

on the other hand, will typically deal only with one type of 

image, usually performing the same operations from day to 

day. Examples of a production environment are 

1) The handling of data from a given sensor on a space

craft. The sensor's characteristics would have been 

determined before launch and operations such as 

14 



geometric correction are then the same for all images 

produced by the sensor. 

2) Medical imaging. Devices such as C.A.T. scanners will 

have a software system developed to do the same opera

tions repeatedly with little or no variation. 

3) Landsat imagery. Many production systems exist purely 

to support the fixed size, multi-spectral images gen

erated by the Landsat satellites. The operations are 

well defined, for each application (geological survey, 

weather mapping and so on). 

15 

The overall design decisions that are affected by 

the type of system being developed (research or production) 

are the data types to be supported and the sizes of the 

images to be handled. In a production environment one can 

easily restrict the forms of data that are to be handled to 

one particular format. However, in a research environment 

one will often want different precision images, depending on 

the application and algorithm. Similarly, if one is always 

processing the same sized images, one can customize the sys

tem around its data. 

Production systems may be fine tuned to both the 

data being processed and the computer system being used, 

however doing so will often compromise the portability and 

general usefulness of the system. Many of these systems 



that are designed with one goal in mind are hard to modify 

or extend. 

3.2. Image Input and Output 

16 

Input and output of image data typically consumes a 

significant fraction of time in any image processing system. 

The calls required to do image i/o have a large impact on 

the programmer on the ease of use of the system. The imple

mentation of a system's image i/o facility greatly affects 

both the efficiency and portability of the system. 

Many modern operating systems provide what is gener

ically called a "record manager" to handle all the i/o for 

the system. An image processing i/o interface is, in real

ity, a simplified and specialized record manager. In most 

systems, however, the host operating system's record manager 

is too general and too inefficient to be of any interest for 

an image processing application. The generality introduced 

into most record managers is to handle the run-time needs of 

all supported languages (Fortran, Cobol, etc.) and the 

resident data base system. However, since an image file 

consists of fixed length, binary data, many simplifications 

may be made. Extraneous information, such as the record 

count bytes that sometimes precede all unformatted Fortran 

records, are unnecessary for image data. 

The i/o facilities provided by most operating sys

tems may be categorized as follows. 
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1) Unix i/o. This type of i/o considers a file to be an 

addressable sequence of bytes. One may position the 

read-write pointer to any byte in the file and then read 

or write any number of bytes from that point. The map

ping of data from the fixed size disk blocks (typically 

one or more disk sectors) into the user's buffer is han

dled by the system. This type of i/o simplifies the 

program logic since all the details required to handle 

records that are not integral multiples of the disk sec

tor size are handled by the system. One disadvantage is 

that a system buffer and a copy operation are involved 

in every transfer. Typically the disk block is read 

into a system buffer and the selected data are then 

copied into the user's buffer. On some computer systems 

this copy operation is expensive, involving the movement 

of data from the system space to or from the user's 

space. On the PDP-ll, for example, every word must be 

moved using either the MTPD (move to previous data 

space) instruction or the MFPD (move from previous data 

space) instruction. On most PDP-ll systems these two 

instructions require far more than the average execution 

time. 

2) Block i/o. In this type of i/o the file is divided into 

fixed size blocks and any block may be randomly 

accessed. Typically the system's block size is a 
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multiple of the disk sector size. DEC software on the 

PDP-II and the VAX-II, for example, uses a block size of 

512 bytes. Block i/o usually takes place directly 

between the device and the user's buffer with no system 

buffer involved. The disadvantage to this form of i/o 

is that it is not possible to read or write a partial 

block and the user must handle the case where the record 

size (typically one or more lines of the image) is not a 

mUltiple of the block size. 

3) Virtual i/o. Many virtual memory systems provide the 

capability of mapping a disk file into the user's vir

tual address space. VAX/VMS provides this facility with 

the CRMPSC (create and map process section) system ser

vice and the Berkeley Unix system provides the vread and 

vwrite (virtual read and virtual write) system calls. 

The advantage provided by this mapping is that all the 

i/o between the file and memory is now handled by the 

system's paging routines and typically these routines 

are highly optimized and hardware supported, being the 

heart of the virtual memory system. Some paging systems 

detect sequential access and pre-fetch pages accord

ingly. For images being accessed randomly, many paging 

systems maintain a cache of pages in memory, based on 

which pages have been referenced most recently. Using 

virtual i/o one need not be concerned with data records 



crossing block or page boundaries as these details are 

handled by the system. 

Of the three i/o models described above, block i/o 

is the most prevalent. Unix i/o is provided by the Unix 

operating system, by the run-time environments of many C 

compilers on operating systems other than Unix, and by the 

Software Tools i/o system. 

3.3. Programmer Interface 
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There are two classes of users of an image process

ing system - the programmer writing new programs using the 

subroutines provided by the system and the user at an 

interactive terminal executing programs that are provided by 

the system for performing specific tasks. 

The programmer interface is extremely important in 

determining how productive one may be when writing new pro

grams using the system. One aspect of this interface is the 

calling sequences of the system routines. A conscious 

effort was made in the design of Adis to provide simple and 

logical calling sequences. Of the 27 primitive routines 

(briefly described in Section 4.2), 89% have two or fewer 

arguments. Furthermore, all routines that require a file 

descriptor as an argument, to specify which image is being 

referenced, have the file descriptor as the final argument. 

This convention was copied from the Software Tools system 

[16]. The Adis routine to read any line of an image 



requires only three arguments. The equivalent routine in 

GIPSY [20J requires eight arguments. 
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Another convention that has been followed in Adis, 

but is rarely found in Fortran image processing systems, is 

to have routines which return a single status value (such as 

end-of-file, i/o error or successful completion) declared as 

integer function subprograms that return the status as the 

value of the function. Most Fortran image processing sys

tems have an argument, typically the first or last argument, 

shown as "IERR" in which the status is returned. 

The number of details that must be managed by the 

programmer greatly affects both the productivity of the pro

grammer and the number of errors in the final product. For 

example, GIPSY [12J requires the caller to handle all the 

double buffering logic if one wishes to perform overlapped 

i/o. Adis, on the other hand, handles all these details 

within the primitives. If Adis determines that an image is 

being accessed sequentially and if the host operating system 

supports asynchronous operations, then Adis will take care 

of all the details. Double buffered, asynchronous i/o is 

truly transparent to the Adis programmer. 

3.4. Command Language 

The command language provided by an image processing 

system is what the user at an interactive terminal sees as 

the "system". Many variants have appeared over the years, 
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most influenced by the command language provided by the 

designer's favorite operating system. 

The KANDIDATS system [llJ provides a command syntax 

of 

command 
[ <- J 

[ dest-device J [dest-image J (options) 
[ src-device J [src-image J [( options ) J 

Executing the linear quantization process, for example, 

becomes 

QUANT OUT IMG <- IN IMG 

Since the KANDIDATS command string interpreter lacks the 

facility for entering process parameters, the QUANT process 

must ask the user for the number of quantization levels 

after the user has invoked the program. The System 500 [lJ 

uses the command format 

input > command > output i 

which looks simple, however to list a directory of images 

the command becomes 

>LISTCATi 

The extraneous punctuation at both ends is unnecessary. The 

VICAR system [3J forces one to use the command "EXECUTE" to 

perform an operation. The VICAR command to rotate an image 

becomes 

EXECUTE,ROTATE,IN,OUT 

It should be noted, however, that VICAR was originally 

designed for punched card input and not interactive use. 

The GIPSY system [12J took the approach of providing all 
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possible formats and allows four different command formats. 

They are 

command output < input 
command input > output 
input > command > output 
output = command ( input ) 

cmd-flags, sys-flags 
cmd-flags, sys-flags 
cmd-flags, sys-flags 
cmd-flags, sys-flags 

As an example, the commands to take the Laplacian of an 

image called "CHE SIF", creating an image named "CHELAP SIF" 

with the comment descriptor record flag (the C flag) becomes 

LAPCN CHELAP SIF < CHE SIP ( , C ) 
LAPCN CHE SIF > CHELAP SIF (, C ) 
CHE SIF > LAPCN > CHELAP SIP (, C ) 
CHELAP SIF = LAPCN ( CHE SIF ) ( , C ) 

Instead of providing a single command language, this system 

has tried to please everyone. 

When designing Adis the decision was made to copy an 

existing command language, instead of inventing another new 

one. The decision was made to copy the Unix command format 

[30J whose syntax is simply 

command argl arg2 argn 

The arguments are separated by one or more spaces or tabs. 

The interpretation of the arguments also follows the Unix 

convention. After the command come the required arguments, 

followed by the options, followed by the names of the 

file(s) to be used as input to the command. The options are 

always preceded by a minus sign. The choice of the Unix 

command format, while somewhat arbitrary, has proven to be a 

good choice. The Unix system itself is slowly becoming a de 



facto standard in the computing community and the Virtual 

Operating system [7] uses the same command format. 
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The overall structure of the system depends on the 

form of command interpreter that is provided. Many of the 

systems described above have a resident command interpreter 

that reads in command lines from the user, executes the 

appropriate program and waits for the operation to complete. 

This technique requires the host operating system to allow a 

program to execute another program and wait for it to com

plete. Some systems have an overlay structure whereby the 

system is a single program consisting of multiple overlays 

(typically subroutines) and the command interpreter (the 

main program) executes the appropriate overlay routine for 

each image operation. This type of structure makes the sys

tem very hard to extend or modify since the entire system 

must be re-linked every time a single routine is modified. 

The implementation chosen by Adis is to have each 

image operation as a separate program that may be executed 

by the operating system or by some other command inter

preter. All command arguments are obtained by the program 

from the command interpreter using the Software Tools 

'getarg ' routine. Each program is then responsible for 

interpreting and converting its arguments, as required. 

This technique has the advantage that a general purpose com

mand interpreter is not needed. However, it requires each 



program to have some command processing code within it and 

this code is very similar amongst all programs. 

3.5. Image Format 
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Adis supports four types of external image data -

unsigned byte, short integer, long integer and floating 

point. The data that the user sees, either as a line of the 

image or a single pixel, is always floating point. This 

prevents the user from having to be concerned with data type 

conversions and enhances the portability of the user's code. 

It will be shown in Chapter 7 that this feature has little 

effect on the efficiency of the system. 

This feature of Adis lets user's specify the domain 

of their data only once, when a new image is created. The 

only guarantees made by Adis are that values between 0 and 

255 may be stored in byte images, 16-bit integer data may be 

stored in short integer images, 32-bit data may be stored in 

long integer images and at least six significant digits are 

provided by floating point images. Implementations of Adis 

may choose to exceed these minimums. A 36-bit system, for 

example, may choose to use 9-bits for byte pixels, IS-bits 

for short integer pixels and 36-bits for long integer pix

els. 

The reason the user even has to specify an image's 

external format (some systems such as SADIE [2] simply use 

floating point for all images) is to reduce the amount of 
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i/o and disk storage. If the user knows that the data are 

from an a-bit detector, the amount of i/o and the disk space 

will both be reduced by a factor of four if the image is 

stored using a-bit pixels instead of 32-bit floating point 

pixels. Given the large sizes of typical images, these sav

ings can be significant in a system's throughput. An alter

nate approach would be to let the user specify the range of 

the data and let Adis select the data type. 

A fundamental decision is whether the system is to 

handle multi-band images, sometimes referred to as multi

spectral images or three dimensional images. Multi-band 

images are prevalent in fields such as remote sensing that 

process Landsat data in which each image is typically 

comprised of four images, each collected in a different 

wavelength of the spectrum. In general, it is much harder 

to add the multi-band capability to an existing system than 

to include it initially. 

Adis can handle multi-band images, however great 

efforts were made to have this feature transparent to users 

not needing it. For example, one does not specify the 

number of bands when an image is first created (it defaults 

to one band), instead one may follow the call to the 

create-image routine with a call to the routine that sets 

the number of bands in the image. The read and write rou

tines all operate on the "current" band {which defaults to 
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band number one) and users of multi-band images may precede 

the read or write with a call to the routine to specify 

which band is to be the current band. The Adis commands all 

default to a single band image unless the user designates 

which bands are to be processed. The GIPSY system [12] 

takes the alternate approach of making the user always 

specify the band to be referenced. The GIPSY read and write 

routines, for example, have a required argument specifying 

the band number. The presence of an optional feature in a 

system should not get in the way of users who do not need 

the feature. 

A useful feature in an image processing system is to 

have image files that define themselves. Given the file 

name of a digital image, the user should not have to specify 

the attributes of the image - the number of bands, number of 

pixels per line, format of the data and so on. This infor

mation should be carried along with the data in the file. 

In Adis, every image file contains a standard 

header, which is transparent to the user. This header con

tains all of the attributes of the image along with a one 

line description the image. Additionally, the header con

tains a version number of the header i"tself, so if additions 

or changes are made to the header in the future, existing 

images need not be converted to the new header format. 
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One decision that must be made in the implementation 

of image headers as described above is whether the header is 

part of the file or a separate file. Adis chose the former 

implementation, although there are reasons to use either 

technique. If the header is part of the file then only a 

single file need be maintained by the image processing sys

tem. This also lets one copy or rename the file using the 

host operating system, without having to know that an image 

file consists of more than one disk file. However, if one 

were to implement the image primitives in Fortran, using 

Fortran unformatted i/o, it would be necessary to have the 

image header as a separate file. This is because the length 

of the header, a constant, would rarely equal the length of 

one or more lines of the image and Fortran does not allow 

variable length length records in a direct-access file. 

One must also specify the structure of the image 

data on disk. Adis takes the approach that this informa

tion, while important for the implementor, should be of lit

tle interest to the user. All that should be guaranteed is 

1) Efficient access to any line of any band, since most 

image operations are efficiently and easily implemented 

by line oriented algorithms. 

2) Efficient access to any pixel of the image, for those 

operations requiring random traversal through an image 

(following a contour line, for example). 
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3) Efficient access amongst the different bands in an 

image, since binary operations such as ratioing two 

bands of a multi-band image are prevalent in multi-

spectral image processing. 

There are a variety of different formats used for 

storing three dimensional images. The most common are: 

1) Band interleaved by line. The data would be stored as 

line 1, band 1 
line 1, band 2 

line 1, band n 
line 2, band 1 
line 2, band 2 

2) Band interleaved by pixel. The data would be stored as 

pixel 1, line 1, band 1 
pixel 1, line 1, band 2 

pixel 1, line 1, band n 
pixel 2, line 1, band 1 
pixel 2, line 1, band 2 

3) Band sequential. The data would be stored as 

line 1, band 1 
line 2, band 1 

line m, band 1 
line 1, band 2 
line 2, band 2 

Note that this format could be called either "band 

sequential by line" or "band sequential by pixel" since 

it is assumed that the pixels are stored sequentially in 

each line. 
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4) Block structure. In this format a block of m lines by n 

pixels is stored sequentially, followed by the next 

block of m lines by n pixels, and so on. Typically all 

blocks for band 1 are followed by all blocks for band 2, 

although an interleaved format could also be used. 

The choice of format depends mainly on the proposed 

use. The two interleaved forms are common in multi-spectral 

Landsat oriented systems [10]. The block structure is use

ful if rapid access along both rows and columns of the image 

is required [29]. If operations on a single band are to be 

performed, such as forming the two dimensional Fourier 

transform of an image, the band sequential format is typi

cally used. Even though this operation, the 2-D FFT, 

requires both row and column access, efficient algorithms 

exist for its implementation when the data are stored using 

the band sequential format [4,35]. 

It is important to note that the reason given for 

selecting the band interleaved format, to decrease the seek 

time when processing multiple bands from an image [10J, 

creates more problems than it solves. Consider the opera

tion of ratioing two bands of a two band image. Using 

either of the band interleaved formats, a single pass 

through the file is all that is required. Using the band 

sequential format, however, requires one to read one buffer 

from band 1, seek to band 2 and read, seek to band 1 and 
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read, and so on. For this case, when the number of bands 

being processed equals the number of bands in the image, 

using one of the band interleaved formats will decrease the 

seek time required to process the image. However, when the 

number of bands being processed is less than the number of 

bands in the image, the band interleaved format requires all 

the unused bands to be read in every time the desired bands 

are accessed. For a four band Landsat image, ratioing two 

of the four bands results in twice as much data being pro

cessed as would be processed by the band sequential format. 

The decrease in seek time becomes even less important unless 

the band interleaved files are being processed on a single 

user system (to avoid disk head conflicts with other users) 

where all files are stored in consecutive disk blocks. If 

either of these conditions are not met, the user has no con

trol over the number of seeks required to read a file, so 

the reduction in i/o allowed by the band sequential format 

will make it preferable to the band interleaved format. 

The Adis system does not force any single format on 

the user, however the current implementation supports band 

sequential organization only. It would be simple to extend 

Adis with other data formats since the calculation of pixel 

position in the file, based on the pixel's position in the 

image, appears in only one routine. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE PORTABILITY OF AN IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

The underlying philosophy of Adis is to separate 

machine dependent features into a group of primitives with 

well defined entry points. The user's code must concentrate 

on image processing algorithms, independent of details such 

as the format of the data on disk, the type of i/o being 

used and the like. 

This technique is not new, being advocated and suc

cessfully implemented in the original Software Tools system 

[16J. This technique is sometimes referred to as developing 

a set of primitives (functions that interface with the out

side world), on top of which one builds applications 

software. The implementation of the primitives may differ 

from one system to the next, however the use of the primi

tives is the same. This has been referred to in the image 

processing field as separating the system into a kernel and 

a surround [8,21J. However, the term "kernel" is often used 

to describe the inner layer of an operating system, so its 

use will be avoided in this thesis. 
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4.1. Fortran and Ratfor 

It was decided to use Ratfor as the programming 

language for Adis [15,16J. Ratfor is a simple syntactic 

extension of Fortran that provides for modern control flow 

constructs. Ratfor is easily translated into Fortran and 

Ratfor preprocessors exists on almost all computer systems 

[7J. By using Ratfor, one is able to overcome the lack of 

adequate control statements in Fortran, yet take advantage 

of the fact that almost all computer systems in existence 

support Fortran. Furthermore, many computer manufacturers 

expend great efforts producing highly efficient Fortran sys

tems. An additional benefit is thot most scientists 

involved with image processing are familiar with Fortran. 

While Fortran-77 has character variables and better 

control structures than Fortran-66, Ratfor is still superior 

to Fortran-77. Ratfor provides the IF-ELSE, WHILE, REPEAT

UNTIL, FOR and DO statements while Fortran-77 has only the 

IF-ELSE and DO statements. These control structures, along 

with the absence of statement numbers on DO loops in Ratfor, 

make the programming of algorithms simpler in Ratfor. Addi

tionaJly, the macro facility provided by Ratfor simplifies 

the handling of machine dependent features. For example, 

the Ratfor macro definition 

define(short,integer*2) 

could be used in a standard definitions file to provide 
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short integers on those machines supporting two byte 

integers. This form of text substitution is not possible 

with the PARAMETER statement of Fortran-77. Finally, Ratfor 

provides a facility to include source files within other 

files. This is an invaluable aid when used to collect all 

machine dependent definitions into a single file. 

The largest disadvantages in using Fortran for an 

image processing application are its lack of dynamic memory 

handling and its inability to manipulate addresses of 

objects. This requires the Adis primitives to handle all 

dynamic memory allocation for buffers and also requires Adis 

to pass data (either pixels or lines of pixels) back and 

forth between the user and the primitives, since Fortran 

does not support pointers. 

4.2. Image Primitives 

One of the first steps in designing Adis was to 

define the primitives required for an image processing sys

tem. This section gives a brief overview of the primitives 

that are provided by Adis. A complete description is given 

in the Adis Programmer's Manual [32J. 

An image is opened by 

fd = iopen(name, mode) 

where 'name' is a Ratfor character string and 'mode' is one 

of the Ratfor constants READ or WRITE. 'rhe 'fd' returned by 

the function is a file descriptor that is later used to 
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reference the image file. A file descriptor is typically a 

small integer used by the primitives to identify the file. 

The primitives map the file descriptor into whatever the 

host operating system requires as a file identifier. 

A new image is created by 

fd = icreat(name, nlin, npix, format) 

where one must specify the name, number of lines per band, 

number of pixels per line and the desired data format. The 

latter is specified by one of the Ratfor constants IBYTE, 

ISHORT, ILONG or IREAL. (The prefix 'I' was chosen to avoid 

conflicts with names from the Software Tools system). If 

one wants to create an image that is to have the same attri

butes as an existing image, one calls 

fd2 = icrecp(name, fdl) 

and the returned value, 'fd2', is the file descriptor of the 

newly created file. When one is finished with an image, 

call iclose(fd) 

will flush any image buffers in memory to disk and close the 

file. Note that 'iclose' is a subroutine and not a function 

subprogram. 

Once a new image has been created, but before the 

first data are written to the image, one may change the 

image's attributes by calling any of the following subrou

tines. 



call snban(nban, fd) 
call snlin(nlin, fd) 
call snpix(npix, fd) 
call sform(format, fd) 
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One may obtain the current value of an image's attributes by 

calling any of the following integer functions. 

nban 
nlin 
npix 
form 

= 
= 
= 
= 

fnban(fd) 
fnlin(fd) 
fnpix(fd) 
fform(fd) 

An image may be rewound to the first pixel of the 

first line of the first band by 

call irwind(fd) 

or one may position the image to the first pixel of the 

first line of any band by 

call selban(bannum, fd) 

Reading and writing may be performed pixel at a time 

or line at a time. Reading may take place either randomly 

or sequentially while writing is restricted to sequential. 

The reason for this restriction is that random operations on 

an image, such as geometric operations, may be processed 

using either the pixel carryover algorithm (mapping the 

input image into the output image) or the pixel filling 

algorithm (mapping the output image into the input image) 

[3J. The pixel carryover algorithm reads the input image 

sequentially, however the output image is both read and 

written randomly. The pixel filling algorithm writes the 

output image sequentially but reads the input image 
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randomly. This is preferred to the pixel carryover algo-

rithm, since random reads are simpler and more efficient 

than a combination of random reads and writes (the amount of 

i/o will be less). The pixel filling algorithm is also more 

efficient since only those input pixels that contribute to 

an output pixel are referenced. The pixel carryover algo-

rithm, however, references every input pixel, including 

those that are mapped into positions outside the border of 

the output image. 

The data are processed as floating point values by 

the user with the primitives performing any required conver-

sion to or from the actual data type of the image. Reading 

is performed by 

stat = 
stat = 
stat = 
stat = 

and writing by 

gnlinr(array, fd) 
gnpixr(value, fd) 
galinr(array, lineno, fd) 
gapixr(value, lineno, pixno, 

call pnlinr(array, fd) 
call pnpixr(value, fd) 

fd) 

The naming of the routines is to use a first character of 

"g" or "p" for get or put and a second character of "n" or 

"a" for next (sequential) or "a" (random). The next three 

characters, "lin" or "pix" specify whether one line or one 

pixel is to be read or written and the final character of 

"r" specifies that the data are real (floating point). 
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The first read routine above would be "get next line, real" 

and the fourth read routine would be "get a pixel, real". 

The 'stat' return from the routines shown above is 

one of the Ratfor constants OK or ERR. The sequential 

operations may also return EOF when the end of the image 

file has been reached. 

Whenever possible the Software Tools naming conven

tions and calling conventions have been followed. Read rou

tines are called "get", write routines are called "put" and 

the file descriptor is always the final argument. 

It is important to note that many of the routines 

described above may be implemented in terms of the others. 

For example, the "get next" i/o routines could maintain a 

line and pixel position counter and call the random i/o rou

tines for every line or pixel. On the other hand, the line 

oriented routines could call the pixel routines once for 

every pixel in the line, or the "next pixel" routines could 

maintain a line buffer, calling the "next line" routines 

once for each line, then parceling out one pixel at a time 

as requested. The routine 'irwind' could be implemented as 

a call to 'selban', specifying a band number argument of 

one. Although the current implementation of Adis does not 

use this hierarchical calling structure, for efficiency rea

sons only, it is important in the design of a system that 

such a structure exists. If this is not the case, it is 
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likely that the routines have not been properly designed. 

The existence of this hierarchical structure can enhance the 

portability of the system, allowing one to install the sys

tem quickly and optimize the system at some later time. 

4.3. Portability Using C 

At the beginning of this project it was planned to 

write the image primitives in C under Unix and in assembler 

under RSX-llM and VMS. It was essential that the primitives 

handle details such as dynamic buffer allocation and data 

type conversions, in addition to interfacing with the host 

operating system as efficiently as possible. It became 

obvious however, that the ability to transport the primi

tives from one system to another by \'iriting them in a high 

level language would save an enormous rewriting effort for 

each new system. The ability of C to handle pointers and 

the availability of C compilers for over a dozen different 

systems made C the choice for coding the primitives. 

The C language was not designed with portability as 

an explicit goal [14J, however, C compilers now exist for 

many different machines under various operating systems. 

There does not exist an official standard for C, although 

most implementors use Appendix A of [17J as the standard. 

This "standard" says nothing about input-output. Many 

implementors attempt to emulate some portion of the "stan

dard i/o library" [17J or the Unix i/o routines as part of 
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the C environment. Finally, C has been evolving over the 

past few years and some of the newer features (the "unsigned 

char" data type, the enumeration type and structure assign

ment) appear in some but not all of the compilers. 

Much has appeared on the portability of Fortran 

[25,26,28] but little has appeared on portability issues 

using C. Some comments appear in the C reference manual 

[17] however these are restricted to isolated C programs and 

often concern features such as pointer arithmetic and 

pointer conversions on different machines. Additional com

ments appear in [14] although these also refer to isolated C 

programs within the Unix operating system. These comments 

concern transportable bit manipulations in C, different 

types of integers (short, long and unsigned) and implementa

tions of the character and pointer data types. This section 

discusses the portability of C in a system where C routines 

are interfaced with Fortran routines and in the environments 

of totally different C compilers and run-time libraries. 

Three different C compilers were used in the 

development of Adis: 

1) The PDP-II Unix C compiler, also known as the "Ritchie C 

compiler". 

2) The VAX-II Unix C compiler, a version of the widely used 

Portable C compiler. This portable compiler has been 

implemented on over two dozen different machines. 
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In an attempt to promote portability, this compiler pro

vides numerous warnings for potentially non-portable 

language constructs (typically pointer manipulations). 

3) The Whitesmiths C compi.er on the PDP-II under RSX-IIM 

and on the VAX-II under VMS. This compiler is also 

portable, and is currently available on seven different 

machines. 

The first conclusion that one can make after moving 

C programs from one system to another is that the portabil

ity issue is affected not only by the syntax accepted by the 

C compiler but also by the run-time library that is pro

vided. Indeed, the differences in run-time routines provide 

the greatest frustrations in transporting C programs from 

one system to another. Although input and output is not 

officially part of the C language, most implementors choose 

to provide the run-time support described in Chapters 7 and 

8 of [17]. For some reason, Whitesmiths chose to provide 

their own unique run-time library and this proved to be a 

perpetual source of trouble and frustration. However, in 

writing Adis to run under either the Unix or the Whitesmiths 

run-time library, many features have already been parameter

ized in a machine independent fashion, to aid conversion to 

yet another different system. 

The following conventions were used when writing c 

code: 
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1) All externals are explicitly initialized. This is 

required by Whitesmiths as some loaders require an 

external to be defined only once, while the Unix loader 

is capable of recognizing that multiple definitions of 

an external in different files actually refer to the 

same variable. This presents a problem with external 

unions. The C reference manual specifically disallows 

any union to be initialized while Whitesmiths requires 

external unions to be initialized. The Ritchie compiler 

allows the initialization while the Portable C compiler 

does not. The few places in Adis where an external 

union was used were conditionally compiled, dependent on 

compiler. 

2) All "#include" filenames are contained in double quotes. 

This is required by the Unix compilers but optional with 

Whitesmiths. 

3) Variable names longer than 8 characters are unique in 

their entirety, since the VAX-II compiler checks for 

this. The other compilers ignore the characters beyond 

the eighth position. 

4) The names of C functions that must be made available to 

the Adis user through Fortran all have their names 

parameterized by a u#define" statement that is dependent 

on the operating system. For example, the routine 



'fnban' (fetch the number of bands) appears in its 

source file as 

#include "imcdef" 
FINT 
FNBANa(fd} 
register FILEDES *fd: 
{ 

/* main body of code */ 

#if (RSX & WHITE) 
FINT 
FNBAN(p} 
F4PARGS *p: 
{ 

F INT FNBANa ( ) : 

return(FNBANa(F4PARGl}}: 
} 
#endif 

FINT is a typedef of the Fortran integer type, FILEDES 
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is a typedef of the file descriptor returned by 'iopen', 

to specify an image file. RSX will be 1 if the system 

is RSX-llM and 0 otherwise. WHITE will be 1 if the C 

compiler is Whitesmiths and 0 otherwise. For a Unix 

system the definitions of the function names in the file 

'imcdef' will be 

#define FNBAN fnban 
#define FNBANa fnban-

For VMS the definitions are 

#define FNBAN fnban 
#define FNBANa fnban 

and for RSX-llM they are 

#define FNBAN fnban 
#define FNBANa fnbana 
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The differences in the Unix and VMS names (the under

score at the end) are required by the different operat

ing system conventions. Both of these systems allow a 

Fortran routine to call a C routine and vice versa, so 

the main body of code for the routine is directly acces

sible to routines of the other language. Under RSX-IIM 

however, the Fortran calling sequence differs from the C 

calling sequence so either the main body of every rou

tine must be able to handle different calling sequences 

(using conditional compilation) or an intermediate rou

tine must be called to handle the differences. Adis 

uses an intermediate routine for all routines other than 

the six get-put routines. Since most routines are only 

called once for an image (open an image, fetch the 

number of bands in an image, create an image and so on) 

the overhead of an additional function call will be 

small. The six get-put routines however, are called 

once for every pixel or line of the image, so these rou

tines have the calling sequence differences condition

ally compiled into the routine. The naming convention 

is such that the routine name appended with an "a" may 

be called from C while the routine name by itself may be 

called from Fortran. There are a few of the Adis tools 

that were much easier to write in C {notably the mag

tape and display routines} so it was desired to have the 
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Adis primitives callable from both C and Fortran. Since 

many systems use incompatible calling sequences for dif

ferent languages, if one transports Adis to one of these 

systems, the RSX-IIM examples may be used to write com

parable auxiliary routines for all the Adis routines. 

5} A single "include" file is used by all C routines and 

this file must be in the same directory as the source 

file. This file, named 'imcdef', then includes whatever 

files may be needed, dependent on the operating system 

and C compiler. Under Unix the statement 

#include <stdio.h> 

will be in the file 'imcdef', while in a Whitesmiths 

environment 

#include <std.h> 

is required. An attempt was made to parame"terize the 

name of the standard header file by a line of the form 

#define STDIO <stdio.h> 

in the file "imcdef", followed by the line 

#include STDIO 

in those files requiring the standard i/o definitions. 

This feature works on both Unix C compilers but fails on 

Whitesmiths. 
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4.4. Input and Output 

One of the three classes of i/o described in Section 

3.2 (Unix i/o, block i/o or virtual i/o) should be available 

on most systems. Block i/o is the most prevalent. In Adis 

the current position of an image file is maintained as a 

long integer byte offset from the start of the file. 

Rewinding an image involves setting the byte offset to zero. 

Positioning the image to any band involves setting the byte 

position to the byte offset of the first pixel of the first 

line in the band, a known value once an image has been 

opened. 

The Unix i/o system is implemented assuming that si~ 

routines are provided by the system (as Unix provides) or by 

the run-time library (as Whitesmiths provides). 

n = read(fd, buff, nbytes) 
n = write(fd, buff, nbytes) 
fd = open{name, mode) 
fd = creat(name, mode) 
close(fd) 
lseek(fd, offset, type) 

For those systems implementing these routines, very little 

work is required to implement the entire Adis system. (Note 

that these Unix system calls have the file descriptor as the 

first argument while the Software Tools routines always have 

the file descriptor as the final argument.) 

The block i/o routines in Adis map the byte position 

in the file into both a block number and a byte offset in 

the block. Two parameters in the block i/o system, that may 
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easily be changed from one system to the next, are the size 

of the block in bytes and the starting block number (some 

start at 0 and some at 1). One must provide six routines 

that interface to the Adis block i/o system - open, create, 

close, read, write and wait (for asynchronous i/o). The 

read and write routines start an operation and the wait rou

tine will wait for a given operation to complete. The Adis 

routines handle all the double buffering logic in a portable 

manner. 

Implementation of the virtual i/o facility only 

requires an open routine and a close routine. The open rou

tine simply returns the starting address in virtual memory 

of the first byte of the file. 

Normally the Adis programmer need not be aware of 

the type of i/o being used to access an image file. Each 

Adis installation sets a default type of i/o to be used for 

all image access. A routine is available to force one type 

of i/o to be used, however it is intended to assist in the 

comparison of the different i/o types on a system, and is 

not intended for general use. 

4.5. Adis Implementations 

In the current C implementation of Adis there are 

three independent parameters that may be different from one 

system to the next. 
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1) The machine architecture. Adis supports the PDP-II and 

VAX-II architectures. This parameter will affect things 

such as the value of the largest negative integer. 

2) The operating system. Adis supports Unix on the PDP-II 

and the VAX-II, RSX-IIM on the PDP-II and VMS on the 

VAX-II. Note that the machine architecture does not 

always specify the operating system and vice versa. 

These two must be independent parameters. 

3) The C compiler. Adis supports the Whitesmiths C com

piler and both Unix C compilers. (It makes no differ

ence to Adis which Unix C compiler is used.) Again, the 

previous two parameters do not uniquely specify the com

piler since different C compilers exist for a single 

operating system (the Whitesmiths compiler runs on both 

the PDP-II and the VAX-IIi both the Whitesmiths compiler 

and the new DEC compiler run under VMS). The major fac

tor affected by this parameter is the run-time library 

provided by the compiler and, to a lesser degree, the 

syntax of C that is acceptable. 

Table 4.1 list the combinations of optio~s have been 

tested. Since the Whitesmiths compiler and run-time library 

appear to be identical on all their supported systems, Adis 

should work with little effort on the systems shown in Table 

4.2, assuming a Fortran system is also available. (Idris is 

a Unix "look alike" available from Whitesmiths.) It is 
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Table 4.1 
Existing Adis implementations 

Architecture Operating system C Compiler r/o Type 

PDP-II Unix Unix Unix 

PDP-II Unix Unix Block 

PDP-II RSX-IIM Whitesmiths Unix 

PDP-II RSX-IIM Whitesmiths Block 

VAX-II Unix Unix Unix 

VAX-II Unix Unix Virtual 

VAX-II VMS Whitesmiths Unix 

VAX-ll VMS Whitesmiths Block 

VAX-ll VMS 'W"hitesmiths Virtual 
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Table 4.2 
Proposed Adis implementations 

Architecture Operating System C Compiler I/O Type 

PDP-II RT-II Whitesmiths Unix 

PDP-II RSTS/E Whitesmiths Unix 

PDP-II lAS Whitesmiths Unix 

PDP-II Idris/RII Whitesmiths Unix 

MC68000 VERSAdos Whitesmiths Unix 

MC68000 Idris/S68K Whitesmiths Unix 

8080 CP/M Whitesmiths Unix 

8085 CDOS Whitesmiths Unix 

Z80 ISIS-II Whitesmiths Unix 

Z80 Idris/B80 Whitesmiths Unix 
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shown in Chapter 8 that the Whitesmiths i/o system is usu

ally suboptimal from an efficiency viewpoint. While it 

would be easy to bring up Adis using Whitesmiths i/o on the 

systems listed in Table 4.2, one would then want to optimize 

the system by using the most efficient type of i/o for each 

operating system. It is also shown in Chapter 8 that block 

i/o is usually the most efficient. 

In addition, Adis should transport with little 

effort to other Unix systems. Unix is known to exist on the 

Perkin Elmer 3200 series, the IBM 360/370 series, the IBM 

Series 1, the UNIVAC 1100, the Gould SEL machines and the 

rumor mill lists many other potential systems. 

Finally, for those systems supporting a C compiler, 

the portability of Adis depends mainly on how standard the C 

compiler is and what type of run-time library is supported. 

However, after coping with Whitesmiths library, probably the 

most non-standard in existence (it doesn't even have the 

'printf' routine), other oddities should be manageable. 

Systems in this category include the IBM 360/370 series 

under VM or CS, Data General systems under AOS/VS and the 

Hewlett Packard 1000 series under MP/E. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE EFFICIENCY OF AN IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

In the image processing field, efficiency of a 

software system usually refers to the memory requirements of 

a system and the amount of actual time, both CPU time and 

"wall clock" time, required to perform given operations. 

Some image operations are CPU limited while others are i/o 

limited. 

Efficiency is an important aspect of an image pro

cessing system because of the sizes of the files being pro

cessed and the number of repetitive operations that are 

applied to images. Unfortunately there are no available 

benchmarks that may be used to measure the efficiency of an 

image processing system. This is partly because many sys

tems are specialized for one particular type of operation. 

None of the references for the systems described in Chapter 

2 provide any timing information, however, many describe 

efficiency as an important factor. 

5.1. Efficiency Using Fortran 

Most computer manufacturers provide an efficien~ 

Fortran system. Optimizing compilers and efficient run-time 

libraries are common for Fortran. Indeed, a common 
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complaint generated by Fortran users, when confronted with 

one of the newer languages such as Pascal or C, is that the 

resulting programs are usually not as efficient as the For

tran equivalents. Writing image processing systems in 

Fortran makes sense from an efficiency point of viewo 

Fortran, however, lacks two features that are criti

cal to an efficient system - dynamic arrays and pointers 

[5]. Dynamic arrays are required so that fixed length 

arrays need not be built into the software. Typically the 

restrictions found in many systems, such as a limit of, say, 

512 pixels per line, are because the array sizes are fixed 

at compile time. Pointers ar~ an easy way of referencing 

dynamic arrays. 

Since Fortran lacks these two features, there is 

another reason, in addition to the portability issues raised 

in Chapter 4, for separating the system into a group of 

primitives and the higher level application programs that 

call the primitives. The primitives may be written in a 

language offering those features missing from Fortran while 

the applications routines are written in Fortran. This is 

the implementation route used by Adis. 

5.2. Efficiency Using C 

In Adis the primitives are written in C. This was 

an implementation decision for the Unix, RSX-11M and VMS 

versions of Adis. Other languages, such as Fortran, Pascal, 
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Bliss or assembler, could have been used instead of C. In 

retrospect however, the choice of C is one of the strengths 

of Adis~ C has proven to be portable, as described in 

Chapter 4, and efficient. Those features of C that aided 

the efficiency of Adis are the following. (It is important 

to note that most of the features described below are simply 

features of the standard C preprocessor. Not only does the 

use of the preprocessor aid in the portability of a C pro

gram by placing machine specific parameters in declarations 

that may be modified easily from one system to another, but 

it also facilitates hand optimization of many operations.) 

1) C permits selective optimization of routines by specify

ing that certain variables are to reside in registers. 

This optimization is independent of any optimizations 

that may be performed by the compiler. Judicious use of 

register variables often reduces both the execution time 

and memory size of C programs. Registers arc useful for 

variables that are heavily used, such as loop inoices, 

and for pointers since many architectures have a "regis

ter plus displacement" addressing mode. One problem 

encountered is that different compilers allow a dif

ferent number of variables to have the storage class of 

"register". For example, all of the Whitesmiths com

pilers and the PDP-Il Unix compiler have a limit of 

three register variables. The VAX-Il Unix compiler 
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allows up to six register variables. While the vari-

abIes could be declared in order so that the first three 

register declarations would be the most frequently used 

variables, C requires that arguments to a routine be 

declared before the routine's local variables. To cir-

cumvent this in Adis, the three most frequently used 

variables are declared as 'register' while othe~ heavily 

used variables are declared as 'REGISTER'. On a system 

with only three register variables the definition 

#define REGISTER 

is used while on systems supporting more than three 

register variables the definition becomes 

#define REGISTER register 

As an example, if the integer variables 'i', 'j', and 

'k' were the most heavily used variables and the pointer 

variables 'src' and 'dest' were the next most heavily 

used variables, the C routine would be written as 

func(src, dest) 
REGISTER char *src, *dest; 
{ 

register int i, j, k; 

With a compiler that supports three register variables 

this becomes 



func(src, dest) 
char *src, *dest; 
{ 

register int i, j, k; 

} 
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since the string 'REGISTER' will be replaced by the null 

string by the C preprocessor. However, with a compiler 

that supports more than three register variables this 

becomes 

func(src, dest) 
register char *src, *dest; 
{ 

register int i, j, ki 

J 

since the string 'REGISTER' will be replaced by the 

string 'register'. 

2) C has pointer vari.ables and almost all C run-time 

environments support dynamic memory allocation. This 

feature allows Adis to allocate buffers dynamically, and 

improves the memory utilization of the system. 

3) The unsigned byte data type is important in image pro-

cessing because of the predominance of 8-bit unsigned 

pixels in typical digital images. C supports the char-

acter data type, but some implementations handle it as a 

signed byte and some as an unsigned byte. Some com-

pilers offer the unsigned character as a supported data 

type while others require each character to be masked 

with a byte mask (255 on the PDP-II, for example). 



Furthermore, the unsigned character declaration should 

be used whenever possible, since some architectures, 

such as the VAX-II, have instructions that support 

bytes. To optimize those occurrences of the unsigned 

byte, such as in the loop calculating the minimum and 

maximum pixel of a line, Adis references the unsigned 

byte as follows: 

int pixeli 
UCHAR *ptri 

pixel = *ptr++ ANDBYTEMASKi 
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Those systems supporting the unsigned character declara-

tion have the definitions 

typedef unsigned char UeHARi 
#define ANDBYTEMASK 

while those not supporting it have 

typedef char UCHARi 
#define ANDBYTEMASK & BYTEMASK 

(The constant BYTEMASK would be 255 on machines using 

8-bit bytes.) 

4) As mentioned in Chapter 4, all user references to a 

specific image file are through a file descriptor. Typ-

ically these descriptors are small integer indices into 

some internal array containing whatever information is 

required to reference the file through the host operat-

ing system. The Ratfor statement 

filedes fdin, fdout 
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would typically be translated to the Fortran statement 

integer fdin, fdout 

In Adis, the user's file descriptor is mapped into a 

pointer to an image structure by all routines requiring 

a file descriptor as an argument. Those routines that 

return a file descriptor to the user ('iopen', 'icreat' 

and 'icrecp') perform the reverse mapping from a pointer 

to a file descriptor. The existing Adis implementations 

optimize this conversion by simply returning the pointer 

as the file descriptor. While this is non-standard 

usage of the file descriptors, it is valid on all sys-

terns for which a Fortran integer may hold a machine 

address. Adis has the definitions 

#define FDTOIMP(fd) fd 
#define IMPTOFD(imp) imp 

If the system required a small integer to be used as a 

file descriptor, these two definitions become 

#define FDTOIMP(fd) &(imstruct[fd]) 
#define IMPTOFD(imp) (imp - imstruct) 

5.3. Image Input and Output 

The efficiency of an image i/o system depends mainly 

on the ability to use the most efficient i/o interface pro-

vided by the host operating system. As discussed in Chapter 

3, this often involves bypassing the system's record manager 

and avoiding Fortran i/o. Under RSX-llM and VMS this 

requires the use of the QIO facilities. This turned out to 
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be easy in Adis, since the QIO routines may be called 

directly from C. Additionally, all the asynchronous, double 

buffering logic has been written in C, independent of any 

particular operating system. 

Another i/o efficiency factor that must be con

sidered is the i/o performance when an image is being ran

domly accessed. Naturally, this is of no concern when using 

virtual i/o or when the image is allowed to reside in physi

cal memory. A commonly used image operation requiring the 

random access of an image is a geometric warp, of which 

image rotation is a special case. 

To handle the random access algorithms, Adis main

tains a reference count with every image buffer in memory. 

When random access is detected by the read routines, this 

reference count determines the buffer to be used for the 

next read. This lets Adis maintain a cache of image buffers 

in memory with the most frequently accessed data being kept 

in memory as long as possible. 

Additionally, Adis provides a primitive called 

'snbuff' that the user may call to set the number of buffers 

to be used for a given image file. If the user specifies an 

argument of zero, this is an indication to Adis that as many 

buffers as possible should be obtained. Given a fixed 

amount of memory, Adis will try to distribute it among as 

many buffers as possible. This is because if the image is 
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being accessed randomly, it is better to have, for example, 

eight buffers of one line apiece than one buffer of eight 

lines. On those sixteen bit systems that support dynamic 

memory allocation, Unix and RSX-IIM for example, Adis will 

use all the available address space when 'snbuff' is called 

with an argument of zero. 



CHAPTER 6 

SOFTWARE PIPELINES IN IMAGE PROCESSING 

There are many instances in image processing that 

require the execution a sequence of operations on an image. 

An example from a recent text [3J shows the stretching of an 

image followed by a rotation as 

execute,stretch,in,temp 
execute,rotate,temp,out 

The image processing software system being used, VICAR [3lJ, 

is typical of many current systems in its use of a temporary 

file to hold the intermediate result. Two problems with 

this use of temporary. files are the actual input and output 

that results and the necessity of deleting them when the 

operation is complete. 

The technique proposed is the use of software pipe-

lines as implemented by the Unix operating system [30J for 

passing the intermediate data from one program to the next. 

In the two examples given below, the use of these pipelines 

reduces both the processor time and the clock time required 

to perform a given sequence of operations. 
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6.1. Software Pipelines 

A software pipeline allows more than one program to 

run "concurrently", with the output of one program being the 

input to the next. The term concurrently means that more 

than one program in the pipe may be ready to execute at any 

given moment. A program need not wait for all its predeces-

sors in the pipe to process the entire data set before 

starting to process its data. In essence, each program 

reads pieces of its input and writes pieces of its output as 

it executes. There are some limitations to this paradigm. 

A sort program must obviously process its entire input file 
-

before producing its first output record. Similarly, the 

Laplace quantization program used later in this Chapter 

reads an entire image, collecting its statistics, before 

being able to quantize the pixels in an image. Neverthe-

less, the pipeline concept leads to a simpler notation of 

the processing sequence and, even though the Laplace quan-

tizer must copy its input to a temporary file, the overall 

throughput of the pipeline still exceeds that of the tem-

porary file approach. 

Using the notation of the Unix Shell [30J, the 

stretch and rotate example from above becomes 

stretch in I rotate >out 

The vertical bar connects two programs in a linear pipeline. 

The standard output of the program on the left side is the 
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standard input of the program on the right side. Unix 

implements these linear pipelines as follows. Both pro

grams, stretch and rotate, are read into memory and marked 

as "ready to execute". The pipe is marked as empty. When 

rotate executes it reads from its standard input and, since 

the pipe is empty, the program is put to sleep until some 

data has been put into the pipe for it to read. When 

stretch executes, it reads its input file (in) and writes to 

its standard output. Unix recognizes these writes as being 

directed to a pipe and as soon as some minimal amount of 

data is in the pipe, the program rotate is awakened. These 

operations continue with stretch writing into the pipe on 

one end and rotate reading from the pipe on the other end. 

If the amount of data in the pipe reaches some fixed limit, 

the producer (stretch) is put to sleep until the consumer 

(rotate) has taken some of the data out of the pipe. Simi

larly, if the consumer gets ahead of the producer, the con

sumer is put to sleep until some data is written into the 

pipe. The synchronization of the two processes using the 

pipe is automatically performed by Unix. Furthermore, the 

programs need not be aware that the data are going to or 

from a pipe as the standard system read and write routines 

are used. 

The main advantage offered by pipes is a decease in 

the amount of physical I/O performed on the data moving 
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through the pipe, which is an important consideration in an 

image processing environment. The reason for this decrease 

is the buffering scheme employed by Unix on data to or from 

standard disk files or pipes. Unix maintains a list of 

buffers in memory that is used as a data cache. Data writ

ten by a program is copied to a buffer in the pool. 

However, the buffer need not be written to the device 

immediately. When a program reads data from either a file 

or a pipe, a search is first made of the buffer cache to see 

if the data are already in memory. Unix also detects 

sequential reads from a file and prefetches data from disk 

into the buffer cache. This buffering scheme is referred to 

as read-ahead with write-behind. Regarding pipes, this 

scheme increases the probability that a read from a pipe 

will find the data already in memory. 

In summary, the Unix implementation of pipes, along 

with its buffering scheme, reduces the amount of physical 

I/O when compared to executing the same programs using tem

porary files to hold the intermediate data. Measurements 

have shown this to be true, as described below. 

6.2. A Simple Example 

To measure the effects of software pipelines in typ

ical image processing operations, the Adis routines were 

written to either accept a filename as an argument or, if no 

filename is specified, to read from the standard input. 
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The program rotate operates on the file temp when invoked by 

the command 

rotate temp 

but operates on its standard input when invoked within a 

pipe by a command of the form 

rotate 

The Adis programs write to their standard output. This data 

can be directed into a file, instead of passing it through a 

pipe to another program, by using the Unix Shell redirection 

feature (e.g., >filename). 

The first example tested consisted of subsampling an 

image to produce an image half the original size, followed 

by an expansion of the image to its original size using 

linear interpolation. The interpolated image is then com-

pared with the original and the root-mean-squared difference 

is computed. This example could be used to test different 

interpolation algorithms, searching for an algorithm to 

reduce the r.m.s. difference. With a pipeline, the process 

is 

isbsam file I ixpand I irms file 

Using temporary files it is 

isbsam file >templ 
ixpand tempI >temp2 
irms temp2 file 

The output of the program irms is a single number giving the 

r.m.s. difference. 
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Both approaches were timed under Unix. Three times 

are calculated by the system, the wall clock time the user 

time and the system time. The sum of the user time and the 

system time is the total CPU time required by the program. 

The results are shown in Tables 6.1 (wall clock 

time) and 6.2 (CPU time), using images of three different 

sizes. The pipeline approach requires less clock time and 

less CPU time. Each pixel is a 32-bit floating point 

number. The configuration used to measure these programs 

consisted of a PDP-ll/70 running standard Bell Labs Version 

7 Unix. The memory size is 384K bytes with 302K bytes 

available for user programs. There were 29 512-byte buffers 

in the cache. These tests were run with only one user on 

the machine, so program swapping was not a factor. A single 

RM03 disk on a MASSBUS was present. The clock used for the 

timing was a 60 Hz line frequency clock. 

The pipeline approach might appear to excel only 

when there were few users on the system, when the competi

tion for the buffer cache is minimal. To measure this 

effect, in addition to the previous tests, the same tests 

were run on a "busy" machine. The synthetic workload con

sisted of one terminal doing repeated Fortran compilations 

and another terminal doing repeated C compilations. Since 

these two compilers are mUlti-pass programs, the loading of 

each pass followed by the input and output of their data 



Table 6.1 
Subsample/expand/rms example - clock times 

clock time - seconds 
128 x 128 256 x 256 512 x 512 

pipeline 10.0 35.0 115.0 

temporary files 14.0 47.0 144.0 

'{'able 6.2 
Subsample/expand/rms example - CPU times 

CPU time - seconds 
128 x 128 256 x 256 512 x 512 

pipeline 4.8 16.4 59.0 

temporary files 7.3 24.8 93.0 
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generates a large amount of I/O traffic through the buffer 

cache. The results are shown in Table 6.3. 
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The CPU times for the temporary file example were 

the same (within one-tenth of a second) for both the 

single-user system and the busy system. This is as 

expected, since the data ·references are sequential. The CPU 

time for the pipeline did increase from the single-user sys

tem to the busy system, but is still well below the CPU time 

required when using temporary files. Furthermore, as 

expected, this CPU time increase was all in the system time. 

This is because of the increase in physical I/O with the two 

other users competing with the pipeline for the buffer 

cache. Under the busy system, the wall clock times for both 

the pipeline case and the temporary file case increased by a 

factor of three, since all three terminals competed for the 

processor with equal priority. 

6.3. A Large Example 

To further test the pipeli~e versus temporary file 

approach, a large program that simulates an optical imple

mentation of a differential pulse code modulation coding 

scheme was implemented. Complete details are given in [13J 

with a brief summary given below. 

The coding scheme is called IDPCM (Interpolated 

DPCM) and is shown in Figure 6.1. An image is subsampled 

generating a low frequency representation that is then 



Table 6.3 
Subsample/expand/rms example - CPU times 

CPU time - seconds 
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128 x 128 256 x 256 512 x 512 

pipeline - single user 4.8 16.4 59.0 

pipeline - busy system 4.9 16.9 62.3 



image 

high frequency 
image 

Laplace 
quantization 

reconstructed 
image 

r.m. s. 
difference 

low frequency 
image 

uniform 
quantization 

Figure 6.1 - IDPCM system 
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uniformly quantized and sent over a transmission channel 

using fewer bits per sample than were used to represent the 

original image. The bandwidth reduction arises because only 

25% of the original pixels are transmitted and fewer bits 

per sample are used to encode the low frequency image. A 

high frequency image is generated by interpolating the sub-

san~led image and subtracting this image from the original. 

The optimal quantization for this difference image is 

Laplace quantization. This difference image is then 

transmitted using a fewer number of bits per sample than the 

original. The image is reconstructed at the receiver end by 

interpolating the low frequency image back to the original 

size and adding the high frequency image to it. This recon-

structed image may then be compared to the original image 

with the calculated normalized mean square error (NMSE) 

being used to quantify the usefulness of the coding. The 

variables in this scheme are the number of bits used to 

represent the low frequency and the high frequency images. 

Results in [13] have shown that a total transmission of 

approximately 2 bits per pixel of a 480 by 480 9-bit/pixel 

image yields a NMSE of 1.4%. 

The pipeline version of this system is 

isbsam file I tee tempI I ixpand I idiff file I ilquan >temp2 
iuquan tempI I ixpand I isum ternp2 I irms file 

The result is a single number giving the NMSE between the 

reconstructed image and the original image. Tee copies its 
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standard input to both its standard output and to the named 

file - much like a plumber's T-fitting. Using temporary 

files, the command sequence is 

isbsam file >templ 
ixpand tempI >temp2 
idiff temp2 file >temp3 
ilquan temp3 >temp4 
iuquan tempI >tempS 
ixpand tempS > temp6 
isum temp4 temp6 >temp7 
irms temp7 file 

The timing results are shown in Table 6.4. Again the pipe-

line is significantly faster than the temporary file 

approach. 

6.4. An Alternate Approach 

An alternate approach of avoiding temporary files is 

suggested by [9] whereby a driver program calls a sequence 

of subroutines to operate on an input image. The driver 

handles a cache of image lines in a fashion similar to the 

Unix buffer cache. The example shown in [9] is complicated 

and has no advantages over the pipeline scheme. Since no 

timings are given in [9], no direct comparison with the 

pipeline approach can be given. 

6.5. Adis Implementation 

As mentioned previously, all the Adis routines are 

written to accept either filenames for the source images, or 

read the image-from the standard input. This trivial 
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Table 6.4 
rDPCM example - CPU time 

CPU time - seconds 

pipeline 60.4 

temporary files 97.5 



addition to the system allows the programs to run by them

selves or in a pipeline. 

One problem that does arise in processing images 

through a pipeline is that the image file must now be pro

cessed sequentially and may not be rewound or randomly 

accessed. This restriction presented a few problems. 
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First, routines that do not need to process an 

entire image, such as a subsampling routine, can reduce the 

amount of i/o being performed by randomly accessing the 

required lines, ignoring the rest. To handle these 

requests, the general read subroutine in Adis was written so 

that when the file may not be randomly accessed (e.g., a 

pipeline), the unwanted data are simply read and ignored if 

the desired data are ahead of the current file position. 

This allows the user's code, which processes some subset of 

an image sequentially, to remain the same regardless whether 

the image is being read from a pipe or from a file. 

Second, routines that require the range (min/max) of 

an input image are given as much help as possible. The 

image display routine, for example, should scale all images, 

other than byte images, to the range acceptable for the 

display (typically 0 through 255 for a-bit displays). To 

accomplish this, the Adis routines that are able to calcu

late a best guess value for the min/max of an image based on 

the min/max of the input images do so before the first pixel 
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is produced. For example, the image add routine sets the 

maximum pixel value to the sum of the maximum pixel values 

from the two input images. This best guess is updated when 

the entire image has been processed and the header is 

updated. This updated header, however, only affects images 

that can be randomly accessed and is of no use within a 

pipeline. Some programs are able to produce an exact best 

guess (image copy, subsampling, interpolation, quantization) 

while others are only able to produce a worst case estimate 

(image add, subtract). 

Another case where knowledge of the minimum and max

imum can help the system throughput is in automatically cal

culating the required data type of a new image being 

created. The image add routine, for example, must in gen

eral set the data type of the new image so that no signifi

cance from the input data is lost. Adding a byte image to a 

short integer image requires, in the worst case, a long 

integer result. However, if it is kno~7n from the values of 

the minimum and maximum of the input images that the result 

fits in a short integer image, a savings of a factor of two 

may result in both the i/o and the size of the output image. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE ANALYSIS OF AN IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

There are two methods for analyzing a program to 

determine where it spends its time [19]. The most accurate 

method ("profiling") is to monitor the program's execution 

address at specific intervals and then correlate these 

addresses with the program's load map. Unfortunately, this 

simple technique is not implemented in many of today's 

operating systems. Another technique consists of having the 

compiler generate instructions to count how often each rou

tine is called. This technique is not as accurate as the 

profile, since the number of times a routine is called is 

not always related to the amount of time spent executing 

within that routine, however this technique does not require 

any special services from the operating system. The Unix 

operating provides the profiling technique and it is used to 

analyze the Adis system. 

Since it is impossible to specify what a "typical" 

image processing operation is, five different image opera

tions were profiled. They are presented in order of 

increasing complexity. For the sake of brevity, only the 

main program loops are shown. As one would expect, and as 

demonstrated by the profiles actually obtained, the time 
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required to read in the command line, open the image files, 

obtain the image attributes, and close the images upon com-

pletion, accounted for less than one-tenth of one percent of 

the program's execution time. 

All of the profiles in this Chapter were measured on 

a VAX-ll/750 system with a floating point accelerator. The 

Unix system was the 4.1 bsd system from the University of 

California at Berkeley. 

The first program analyzed was the image copy rou-

tine. The main loop of this program consists of the follow-

ing Ratfor statements. 

for (i=l; i<=nban; i=i+l) { 
for (j=li j<=nlini j=j+l) { 

if (gnlinr(array, fdin) 1= OK) 
call abort{ ••• ) 

call pnlinr{array, fdout) 

This program is a worst case test of the image i/o routines 

since no processing is being performed. Table 7.1 shows the 

profile of this program's execution when copying a 3 band, 

512 by 512, byte image from one file to another file. The 

two routines 'gnlinr' and 'pnlinr' account for over half of 

the time. The system's read and write routines account for 

another 20% of the time. The routine 'mmbyte', which is 

called by 'pnlinr' to calculate the minimum and maximum 

pixel values as every line is output, accounts for almost 

21% of the time. 
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Table 7.1 
Execution profile of image copy routine 

routine percent 

gnlinr 30.9 

pnlinr 28.0 

mmbyte 21.2 

write 10.1 

read 8.2 

total 98.4 
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The next routine forms the sum of two images, writ-

ing the result to a third image. The main loop ('sum') con-

sists of tHe following Ratfor statements. 

for (i=l; i<=nban; i=i+l) { 

} 

for (j=l; j<=nlin; j=j+l) { 

} 

if (gnlinr(arrayl, fdinl) 1= OK) 
call abort( ••• ) 

if (gnlinr(array2, fdin2) 1= OK) 
call abort( ••• ) 

for (k=l; k<=npix; k=k+l) 
arrayl(k) = arrayl(k} + array2(k} 

call pnlinr(arrayl, fdout} 

This routine is more typical of an actual image processing 

routine than the previous copy routine. However, it is 

still a simple image operation in terms of the amount of 

computation being performed. The profile of this program's 

execution is shown in Table 7.2. The operation consisted of 

adding together two 3 band, 512 by 512, byte images, forming 

a short integer image. The main loop, 'sum', accounts for 

40% of the time. The time required to form the minimum and 

maximum of the pixels being written (the routine 'mmshort') 

has gone from 21% in the image copy example to 8% in this 

example. The routine 'gnlinr', which con""~rts all the byte 

pixels to floating point pixels, accounts for 25% of the 

time. 

The next routine forms the statistics of an image -

min, max, mean and variance. The main loop ('stat') 
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Table 7.2 
Execution profile of image sum routine 

routine percent 

sum 40.3 

gnlinr 25.4 

pnlinr 10.4 

mmshort 8.0 

write 8.5 

read 6.4 

total 99.0 



contains more computation than the previous examples and 

consists of the following Ratfor statements. 

for (i=l~ i<=nban~ i=i+l) { 
for (j=l~ j<=nlin~ j=j+l) { 

if (gnlinr(array, fd) 1= OK) 
call abort( ••• ) 

for (k=l; k<=npix; k=k+l) { 
value = array(k) 

} 

sumx = sumx + value 
sumxsq = sumxsq + (value * value) 
valmin = aminl(valmin, value} 
valmax = amaxl(valmax, value) 

Note that this example contains no image output at all. 
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Table 7.3 shows the execution profile for this routine. The 

statistics were computed for a 1 band 256 by 256, byte image 

and two 3 band, 512 by 512, byte images for a total of 1.6 

million pixels. The amount of time required to compute the 

statistics accounts for 80% of the time. Note that the time 

required to convert all the pixels from bytes to floating 

point accounts for only 15% of the time. 

The final example is the convolution of a 1 band, 

256 by 256, byte image with a 3 by 3 kernel. Each output 

pixel is the result of nine multiplications and the main 

loop ('convol') consists of the following Ratfor statements. 
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Table 7.3 
Execution profile of image statistics routine 

routine percent 

stats 80.7 

gnlinr 14.9 

read 3.9 

total 99.5 



for (n=li n<=nbani n=n+l) { 
for (m=li m<=nlini m=m+l) { 

if (gnlinr{array, fdin) 1= OK) 
call abort{ ••• ) 

for (k=li k<=npixi k=k+l) { 
linout{k) = 0.0 
offset = k - I 
for (j=li j<=knlini j=j+l) { 

lindex = mod(countl-knlin+j, knlin} + I 
for (i=li i<=knpixi i=i+l) 

linout{k)=linout{k) + 
(array{offset+i)*kernel(j,i» 

The variables 'knlin' and 'knpix' specify the size of the 

kernel and were both 3 for this example. The routine con-
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sists of a double nested loop for each pixel of the kernel, 

inside a double nested loop for each pixel of the image. 

The convolution of an M by N image with a I by J kernel 

requires M*N*I*J multiplications. Table 7.4 shows the exe-

cut ion profile for this example. The main loop shown above 

accounts for almost 90% of the time. Note that the system 

'write' routine accounts for twice the amount of time used 

by the system 'read' routine, since single byte pixels are 

being read and 4-byte floating point pixels are being writ-

ten. The amount of time required to calculate the minimum 

and maximum of the pixels now accounts for under 2% of the 

total time. The amount of time required to convert all the 

input pixels from byte to floating point is less than 3%. 

Table 7.4 also shows the execution profile for the 

same operation using a 5 by 5 kernel. 
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Table 7.4 
Execution profile of image convolution routine 

3 by 3 kernel 5 by 5 kernel 
routine percent percent 

convol 89.2 95.4 

write 2.8 1.3 

gnlinr 2.8 1.2 

pnlinr 2.0 0.5 

mmfloat 1.9 1.5 

read 0.8 0.3 

total 99.5 99.8 
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The examples presented above are intended to show 

that the features designed into Adis to make it easy to use 

(automatic data type conversion, automatic min/max calcula

tion) present little overhead and do not degrade the effi

ciency of the system. These examples measured only the CPU 

time for a single program on one system. In the next 

Chapter, the performance of Adis under four different 

operating systems is measured. 



CHAPTER 8 

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

While it is easy to measure the performance of an 

image processing system, it is hard to assign an efficiency 

factor to the measurement, since no two systems are the 

same. Furthermore, as stated in the previous Chapter, there 

is no "typical" image processing application that can be 

used as a standard benchmark. The performance of a system 

may be governed by the system's i/o throughput, for i/o 

intensive applications, while CPU limited applications will 

be governed by the efficiency of the code generated by the 

Fortran compiler. Most applications probably fall somewhere 

between these two extremes. 

In the following sections of this Chapter, the per

formance of the Adis system is measured on the four systems 

on which Adis is currently implemented (VAX/VMS, VAX-II 

Unix, RSX-IIM and PDP-II Unix). The measurements consisted 

of the following three steps. 

1) The i/o performance of the operating system is measured, 

exclusive of the Adis system. This provides a lower 

bound that any application program may attempt to 

attain. This value is obtained by sequentially reading 
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a file using the most efficient i/o techniques available 

for each operating system and each type of i/o. 

2) The performance of the following loop in Adis is meas-

ured: 

for (i=l: i<=limit: i=i+l) 
stat = gnlinr(array, fd) 

This provides the lower bound of Adis for each type of 

supported i/o on the system. The overhead involved in 

this operation is the reading of image lines and the 

conversion of the byte pixels to floating point. There 

is no computation being performed so the quality of the 

system's Fortran compiler is irrelevant. This loop is 

measured for each form of i/o supported by the system 

and for different buffer sizes. This allows the default 

buffers sizes to be adjusted to the optimum for the next 

measurement. 

3) The IDPCM example from Figure 6.1 is measured. This 

application involves eight image processing programs 

executed sequentially and is more typical of an image 

processing "application" than the previous two measure-

ments. 

The system used for the VAX-II measurements was a 

VAX-II/750 with 1 Megabyte of memory and a floating point 

accelerator. The system disk was an RM80 on the MASSBUS and 

the user disk was a Fujitsu M2284 on the UNIBUS. In all 

measurements a "best case" environment was used - no other 
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users on the systeul. Under VMS all image files were con

tiguous files. Under VAX-II Unix the file systems were 

interleaved as recommended by the system's designers. The 

VMS system was Version 2.5 with its Fortran compiler and 

Version 2.1 of Whitesmiths C compiler. The VAX-II Unix sys

tem was the 4.1 bsd system from the University of California 

at Berkeley with its f77 Fortran compiler and its C com

piler. 

The system used for the PDP-II measurements was a 

PDP-ll/44 with 0.5 Megabyte of memory and a floating point 

processor. The disks were 2 RL02's with the system files on 

drive 0 and the user files on drive 1. All measurements 

were made with no other users on the system. Under RSX-1lM 

all image files were contiguous files. Under PDP-II Unix 

the file systems were interleaved as recommended. The RSX-

11M system was Version 3.2 with Version 02-51E of the 

Fortran-IV Plus compiler and Version 2.1 of Whitesmiths C 

compiler. The PDP-II Unix system was standard Version 7 

from Bell Labs using the f77 Fortran compiler and the 

Ritchie C compiler. 

8.1. VAX/VMS 

To measure the optimal i/o throughput of the VMS 

system, independent of the Adis system, a 1536 line image 

was read using double buffered QIO. Each line contained 512 

bytes. No processing was done on the data - it was simply 
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read into a buffer. Two BK byte buffers were used. This 

operation required 3 seconds of wall clock time, which 

includes the time required by the system to read the command 

line and execute the program. 

A similar operation using the Adis system, reading 

1536 lines of the same image using the loop 

for (i=l~ i<=1536~ i=i+l) 
if (gnlinr(array, fd) != OK) 

call abort( ••• ) 

required 7 seconds. In the Adis example, two 8K byte 

buffers and double buffered QIO were also used. 

This measurement shows the overhead involved in the 

'gnlinr' routine as each byte pixel is converted to floating 

point. While the overhead may seem high (over a factor of 

two), the profile in Chapter 7 showed that this routine 

accounts for only 15% of the CPU time in the image statis-

tics example (Table 7.3) and less than 3% of the time in the 

convolution example (Table 7.4). 

To provide a comparison for these two numbers, the 

same operation, reading 1536 512-byte lines, was written in 

Fortran using a direct-access file. The VMS Fortran system, 

both the ~ompiler and the run-time library, are regarded as 

well above average in code quality by Fortran users. The 

file was created as an unformatted, direct-access file with 

a record size of 512 bytes. Consequently, the file contains 

only data with no record count bytes or other system data. 
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The physical size of the file was identical to the size of 

the Adis file. (This file organization is probably the one 

to be used if Adis were implemented using portable Fortran-

77.) The file was read using a buffer count argument of 2 

and a block size argument of 8K bytes, to improve i/o effi

ciency. The time required to read the file was 27 seconds, 

three times the Adis timing and nine times the optimal tim

ing. This shows that the VMS implementation of Adis does 

indeed have efficient i/o. Table 8.1 summarizes these tim

ings. 

The next set of measurements were to determine the 

type of i/o that is most efficient under ~lS and the optimum 

buffer size for each type of i/o. Adis supports Unix i/o 

(Whitesmiths read and write), block i/o (double buffered 

QIO) and virtual i/o (mapped sections) under VMS. The 

results are shown in Table 8.2. The operation consisted of 

reading 3072 lines of an image using the Adis 'gnlinr' rou

tine. Each line consisted of 512 byte pixels. For the vir

tual i/o case, the buffer size was the page fault cluster 

size and the program was run with a working set size of 677 

pages. As is typical in many computer systems, the clock 

time decreases as the buffer size increases, up to a point. 

These timings show that block i/o with an 8K byte buffer 

size is the optimal under VMS. 
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Table 8.1 
VMS optimal timings 

Time is clock time in seconds. 

i/o type time 

QIO read -3-

Adis read 7 

Fortran read 27 

Table 8.2 
VMS Adis buffer timings 

Buffer size is in bytes. 
Time is clock time in seconds. 

block i/o virtual i/o Unix i/o 
buffer size time time time 

512 55 56 104 

1024 29 31 79 

2048 17 30 67 

4096 15 24 67 

8192 15 21 67 

16384 14 20 67 

32768 14 20 67 
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Finally for VMS, the IDPCM example from Figure 6.1 

was run. The input file was on an RMB0 disk with all inter

mediare files on a Fujitsu M2284 disk. The block i/o ver

sion used two BK byte buffers and the virtual i/o version 

used a page fault cluster size of 16K bytes with a working 

set of 677 pages. The results were 54 seconds using block 

i/o and 57 seconds using virtual i/o. 

B.2. VAX-II Unix 

The VAX-II Unix implementation of Adis supports Unix 

i/o and virtual i/o. Unlike VMS, however, the virtual i/o 

parameters (page fault cluster size or working set size) 

cannot be changed. These are dynamically set by the system 

as the load varies. 

The optimal i/o throughput of the system is measured 

by reading a 1536 line image using the system's 'read' sys

tem call. Each line consisted of 512 bytes. One BK byte 

buffer was used. (Asynchronous i/o is not provided by stan-

dard Unix, so double buffering a sequential operation pro

vides no throughput increase.) This operation required B 

seconds of clock time, 0.1 seconds of user time and 2.7 

seconds of system time. Since no processing was done on the 

data the user time was negligible. The system time was pri

marily the copying of the data from the system buffers to 

the user buffer. 



Performing the same operation using Unix i/o with 

the Adis loop 

for (i=l; i<=l536; i=i+l) 
if (gnlinr(array, fd) 1= OK 

call abort( ••• ) 
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required 19 seconds of clock time with 10.7 seconds of user 

time and 2.9 seconds of system time. The system time is 

almost identical to the system time for the optimal case, as 

expected, since the system calls were the same. The user 

time is in the 'gnlinr' routine where all the pixels are 

converted from byte to floating point. 

To provide a comparison for the two timings 

described above, the same operation was done using Fortran. 

Table 8.3 summarizes the previous two timings and the For-

tran timing. As expected, the Adis times are greater than 

the system's optimal time and the Fortran time is the long-

est. The ratio between the three cases are however, dif-

ferent from those shown in Table 8.1 for VMS. This is no 

surprise, since the systems are quite different. 

The next set of measurements were to determine the 

optimal buffer size for Unix i/o. The operation consisted 

of reading 1536 lines of an image using the 'gnlinr' rou-

tine. Each line contained 512 byte pixels. The results are 

shown in Table 8.4. The CPU time decreases with larger 

buffer sizes, however, the slope is far less than the VMS 

examples shown in Table 8.2. Note that the clock time, 



Table 8.3 
VAX-II Unix optimal timings 

All times are in seconds. 
CPU time = user time + system time. 

i/o type clock user system 

system read 8 2.7 

Adis read 19 10.7 2.9 

Fortran read 21 16.1 4.5 

Table 8.4 
VAX-II Unix Adis buffer timings 

Buffer size is in bytes. 
All times are in seconds. 
CPU time = user time + system time. 

buffer size 

1024 

2048 

4096 

8192 

16384 

32768 

clock 

15 

16 

17 

17 

18 

19 

user 

10.7 

10.7 

10.6 

10.4 

10.4 

system 

3.6 

3.2 

3.0 

3.0 

2.9 

2.7 
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CPU 

13.6 

20.6 

CPU 

13.9 

13.6 

13.6 

13.3 

13.1 



however, increases with larger buffer size. This is prob

ably because the clock time will be the smallest when the 

buffer size is the same as the system's buffer size - 1024 

bytes. 

Finally the IDPCM example from Figure 6.1 was run. 
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For both Unix i/o and virtual i/o, this example may be meas

ured using both a pipeline for the intermediate files or 

temporary files. The original image was on the RM80 disk 

and all intermediate files were on the Fujitsu M2284 disk. 

The pipe device, to handle any overflow from the system's 

buffer cache, was the RM80. The results are shown in Table 

8.5. As in the VMS IDPCM example, using virtual i/o pro

vides no benefits and increases the clock time by a few per

cent. Virtual i/o does, however, simplify implementation. 

It is interesting to note that while the VMS i/o 

system (asynchronous with no system buffer overhead) is 

regarded in the computing community as far superior to the 

Unix i/o system (everything goes through a system buffer), 

in an environment where one is both reading and writing 

between different devices and performing computations on the 

data, VMS is only 25% faster than Unix. This is especially 

noteworthy since the user CPU time accounts for almost half 

of the clock time and the Unix Fortran compiler does not 

perform any of the optimizations performed by the VMS For

tran compiler. 
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Table 8.5 
VAX-l1 Unix rDPCM timings 

All times are in seconds. 
CPU time = user time + system time. 

clock user system CPU 

Unix i/o, pipeline 72 27.8 7.8 35.6 

Unix i/o, temporary files 111 42.2 16.7 58.9 

Virtual i/o, pipeline 76 27.8 7.7 35.5 

Virtual i/o, temporary files 129 42.3 16.9 59.2 
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B.3. RSX-IIM 

The optimal i/o throughput of RSX-IIM is achieved by 

using double buffered 010, as in VMS. The system requires 9 

seconds of clock time to read 1536 lines of· 512 bytes, using 

two 4K byte buffers. No processing was done on -the data. 

The same operation, using the Adis 'gnlinr' routine, 

requires 23 seconds of clock time. The RSX-IIM Fortran rou

tine requires 43 seconds. The Fortran routine was identical 

to the VMS Fortran routine except for the buffer size argu

ment, which is not supported under RSX-IIM. Table B.6 sum

marizes these timings. 

Adis under RSX-IIM supports both block i/o (double 

buffered QIO) and Unix i/o (Whitesmiths read and write rou

tine). The optimal buffer sizes were measured for both 

types of i/o by reading 1536 lines consisting of 512 byte 

pixels using the Adis 'gnlinr' routine. The results are 

shown in Table B.7. As was the case with VMS (Table B.2), 

the system's 010 routine is much faster than Whitesmiths 

Unix i/o routines. 

The IDPCM example was run using block i/o with two 

buffers of IK byte each. The clock time was 220 seconds. 

The buffer size was chosen from Table B.7 under the con

straint that two buffers were required and the program plus 

buffers were required to fit in the 16-bit PDP-II address 

space. 



Table 8.6 
RSX-llM optimal timings 

Time is clock time in seconds. 

i/o type time 

QI0 read -9-

Adis read 23 

Forf, ran read 43 

Table 8.7 
RSX-llM Adis buffer timings 

Buffer size is in bytes. 
Time is clock time in seconds. 

block i/o Unix i/o 
buffer size time time 

512 43 81 

1024 26 62 

2048 24 63 

4096 23 65 

8192 23 65 
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8.4. PDP-II Unix 

The PDP-II Unix version of Adis supports both Unix 

i/o.· and block i/o. The block i/o system is a contiguous 

file system that was developed at the Ampex Corporation and 

is available from the Unix User's Group. This addition to 

the Unix kernel was installed in a standard Version 7 Unix 

system. This addition provides one new system call (to 

create a contiguous file of a given size) and permits the 

creation a contiguous file system on any Unix raw device. 

For the measurements made below, half of an RL02 was allo

cated to a contiguous file system with each "block" of the 

file system being 4K bytes, and the other half of the RL02 

was a standard Unix file system. Reads and writes in multi

ples of one block to or from a contiguous file, causes the 

data to be transferred directly between the disk and the 

user's buffer. 

The optimal i/o throughput of the system is measured 

by reading 992 lines, each containing 512 bytes, using the 

'read' system call. One 8K byte buffer was used. This 

measurement was performed using raw i/o (reading the Unix 

"raw" device), a contiguous file and a regular Unix file. 

The results are shown in Table 8.8. The user time for all 

three cases was zero since no processing was performed on 

the data. 
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Table 8.8 
PDP-II Unix optimal timings 

All times are in seconds. 

i/o type clock system 

raw 5 0.5 

contiguous 5 0.5 

regular 16 5.9 
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Next the effect of buffer size was measured by read

ing 1536 lines of 512 byte pixels using the Adis 'gnlinr' 

routine. The results are shown in Table 8.9 for the Unix 

i/o case. The results are similar to those for VAX-II Unix 

(Table 8.4). The CPU time decreases slightly as the buffer 

size increase. Note also that the smallest clock time 

occurs when the buffer size equals the system's block size 

(512 bytes for PDP-II Unix and 1024 bytes for VAX-II Unix). 

A similar set of measurements were made for the 

block i/o case and are shown in Table 8.10. 

The IDPCM example was run using both Unix i/o and 

block i/o. The Unix i/o example was run using both a pipe

line and temporary files. The block i/o example was meas

ured using only contiguous temporary files. The original 

image and all intermediate images were on a single RL02 

disk. The pipe device was on the other RL02. The results 

are shown in Table 8.11. 

Using pipelines for Unix i/o decreases both the 

clock time and the CPU time, as in the VAX-II Unix case 

(Table 8.5). Using contiguous files decreases the clock 

time by 45%, compared to temporary files with Unix i/o. 

This leads to a decrease in system time too, since no copy

ing of data between system buffers and the user's buffer is 

involved with the contiguous files. 



Table 8.9 
PDP-II Unix Adis buffer timings, Unix i/o 

Buffer size is in bytes. 
All times are in seconds. 
CPU time = user time + system time. 

buffer size clock user system 

512 37 19.1 11.9 

1024 41 18.3 10.9 

2048 41 18.3 10.6 

4096 40 18.3 10.6 

8192 40 18.3 10.4 

CPU 

31.0 

29.2 

28.9 

28.9 

28.7 
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Table 8.111' 
PDP-II Unix Adis buffer timings, block i/o 

Buffer size is in bytes. 
All times are in seconds. 
CPU time = user time + system time. 

buffer size 

512 

111'24 

211'48 

411'96 

8192 

16384 

clock user 

44 

42 17.5 

32 17.7 

29 17.7 

25 17.7 

24 17.7 

Table 8.11 

system 

6.7 

4.4 

2.1 

1.3 

11'.9 

11'.7 

PDP-II Unix IDPCM timings 

All times are in seconds. 

CPU 

21.9 

19.8 

19.11' 

18.6 

18.4 

CPU time = user time + system time. 

clock user system 

Unix i/o, pipeline 249 211'.9 

Unix i/o, temporary files 291 96.9 51.1 

block i/o, temporary files 161 96.4 9.8 

111'2 

CPU 

81.5 

148.11' 

111'6.2 
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Again it is interesting to note that while the com

puter community generally regards the RSX-IIM i/o system as 

superior to that of Unix, in an image processing applica

tion, RSX-IIM is only 11% faster than using pipelines under 

Unix. Furthermore, use of contiguous files under Unix 

results in Unix being 27% faster than RSX-IIM. 

A comparison may now be made between Adis and 

another image processing system, namely the SADIE system at 

the University of Arizona. On a PDP-ll/70 the IDPCM example 

requires 10.5 minutes of clock time or 630 seconds under 

RSX-IIM. On a PDP-ll/44 Adis requires 220 seconds under 

RSX-IIM and from 161 to 291 seconds under Unix. As men

tioned at the beginning of this Chapter, it is hard to com

pare numbers of this form, since every image processing 

system is different. SADIE uses sequential, unformatted 

Fortran i/o for all input and output and all SADIE images 

are stored using floating point representation. Neverthe

less, these numbers indicate that Adis is not an inefficient 

system. Efficiency has not been sacrificed to gain porta

bility. This was the goal of this research. 



CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY 

The development of Adis has shown that it is possi

ble to have a portable and efficient image processing 

software system. and efficient. Furthermore, the system 

may be designed with the users in mind, providing a system 

that is easy to use. Adis is the first image processing 

system in which optimal i/o, such as double buffered QI0 

under VMS, is truly transparent to the user. 

9.1. Problems Encountered 

One of the original goals was the use of the port

able "shell" provided by the Virtual Operating System [7]. 

This would allow features such as i/o redirection and pipe

lines to be available to the Adis user on most systems. The 

problem encountered with this, however, is one that has and 

will plague software systems for years - most operating sys

tems differentiate between text and a binary files. Since 

digital images are binary files and the i/o redirection and 

pipelines provided by the Virtual Operating System are text 

files, this technique does not work. Adis circumvented this 

by providing a "-0" option for all commands that generate an 

output image. The "-0" option, followed by the name of the 
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output file, is required on all systems other than Unix. 

The PDP-II Unix implementation of Adis also requires this 

option, if the output file is to be a contiguous file. A 

possible solution would be the ability, once a file is 

opened, of obtaining its complete file name. One could then 

close the file and open or create it using the desired 

parameters (i/o type, size of file, etc.). However, few 

operating systems provide this capability. 

Since Adis allows the user to change the attributes 

of an image (number of bands, size of each band, data for

mat) after the image has been created, the size of the image 

file and the image buffers may change. This ability to 

change the attributes is required, however, if the image 

create routine is to avoid a large number of arguments. 

(Many systems have eight or more arguments to the image 

create routine, simply to avoid having the image size change 

later.) The solution used in Adis is to remember the name 

of the file that is to be created and postpone the actual 

creation of the file until the first data are written to the 

file. 

Although the use of Ratfor simplified the implemen

tation of the image operations and enhanced the overall por

tability, the use of the Software Tools i/o system was 

cumbersome. To output the string "#pixels/line = 256" 

requires three statements: 



call puthol("#pixels/line = .") 
call putdec(npix, 1) 
call putc(NEWLINE) 
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Something similar to CIS "printf" routine is needed in the 

Software Tools system. 

9.2. Recommendations 

The following recommendations are for the designers 

of an image processing system, based on the experiences in 

the design and transport of Adis. These recommendations 

should be considered the minimum starting point for any new 

system. 

1) All i/o details must be handled by the system, not the 

user. This jncludes overlapped asynchronous i/o, double 

buffering algorithms and buffer allocation. This 

reduces the number of arguments to all the i/o routines. 

2) Include the ability to handle multi-band images. It is 

much harder to add this feature to an existing system 

than to include it from the start. 

3) Consider the impact of pipeline processing. Output the 

image header before the first pixel is written. Provide 

estimates for those image attributes that may not be 

known exactly until all pixels have been generated 

(min/max, for example). After the processing is com-

plete, write an updated header. 

4) Handle an image as a sequence of bytes. Maintain 

pointers into the image (current pointer, last pointer, 
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etc.) as byte positions. It is simple to go from a byte 

position to a block number (for systems supporting block 

i/o) but generally impossible to go the other way. This 

feature also simplifies virtual i/o since a virtual file 

is simply an array of bytes in virtual memory. 

5) If Fortran is used as the implementation language, use a 

preprocessor such as Ratfor. The facilities provided by 

a simple preprocessor will greatly enhance the portabil

ity of the system. 

9.3. possible Adis Improvements 

In the eighteen months since Adis was first 

designed, major portions of it have been extensively rewrit

ten. There are probably existing routines that should be 

examined again. 

Integer equivalents for the get-real and put-real 

routines could be added. Short integer images and byte 

images could be read and written using these routines, how

ever, the user's code would have to have two versions of 

every operation, to use this feature - one for integer 

arithmetic and one for floating point arithmetic. This 

change would help those systems with slow floating point 

operations, but this efficiency increase would only help 

those image operations that are relatively "simple". As 

shown in Chapter 7, the image sum routine would benefit 

while the convolution routine would show little change. 
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The Adis command language is quite simple (yet as 

powerful, if not more so, than many image processing sys

tems) and a resident command interpreter would be helpful. 

Since the Adis tools were separated into the command pro

cessing portion and the image operations portion, this 

extension would be easy to interface with the existing code. 

Adis does not provide a history mechanism, instead 

each image has an 80-character title associated with it. A 

history mechanism would be a useful addition. This would 

allow the system to automatically keep track of the opera

tions applied to an image file, instead of having the user 

perform this chore. 
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